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Introduction 

Ever wonder how you missed something that later seemed 
so obvious?  Or felt that the piles of details were difficult 
to sift through or perhaps even impossible to fit together?  
Does the image at right look familiar? A colorful attempt 
at visualizing relationships and data? 

Even with well-organized research logs, well-sourced 
databases, and clearly written reports, it is possible to get 
lost in the mass of information and overlook important 
clues that should be pursued.   

This class will introduce some simple tools that bring a fresh perspective to our work.  They won’t 
replace the essentials, but they will provide a thirty-foot view of a project and enhance focus.  If a 
picture is worth one thousand words, then a genealogical visual aid is priceless, as it will often reveal 
hidden clues, relationships, and lead us to “the rest of the story.” 

Mind Maps and Diagrams 
People have been brainstorming, diagramming, and generally capturing ideas on paper, restaurant 
napkins, and chalk boards for years. From organizational diagrams to manufacturing and 
technology flow charts, diagrams are commonly used to document information or business 
processes in a visual way. Mind maps are frequently used for writing, project management, 
entrepreneurial brainstorms, and even note-taking. It only makes sense that genealogists who want 
to “see” their research more clearly would find both of these useful.  

Mind Maps: Start with a question or central theme. 
Brainstorm, add data, images, hyperlinks to webpages, 
notes, and references to each small node on the site. 
Add color to define a stage of research or a 
generational level. Move things around as new 
information comes available; even drag and drop to 
reflect updated relationships.  

Mind-mapping tools come in all varieties, from simple 
to complex, free to expensive.  Most are fairly intuitive 
– i.e. create a sibling node with the return key and a 
child node with tab; use a pull-down menu to change 
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formatting and colors. For more details and app options, please reference the separate handout on 
Creating Mind Maps. 

Charts and Diagrams: Whether trying to solve a DNA riddle, visualize research status, or 
understand relationships from a variety of data points, a diagram can be extremely helpful. Some 
apps pull from existing data to create visuals in pre-determined formats, while others allow users to 
draw and chart only what is needed to ensure clarity. 

As all things technology, there are several apps available; we will highlight a handful in class. 

LucidChart, an online tool commonly used for system design and business flow charts, has become 
popular with genealogists of late. It was used to diagram (below left) known and unknown 
relationships based on both paper documentation and DNA in an effort to solve an unknown 
parentage query. The tool is powerful, but comes with a learning, and drawing curve; no pun 
intended. A free account provides limited storage and documents (3); a basic single user plan more 
storage and unlimited documents ($4.99/mo.). 

smartdraw is a fairly easy online drawing tool commonly used for flowcharts, organizational 
diagrams, and even floor plans. Naturally, they have a genealogy section as well – buried under 
“science and education.” The diagramming process is more intuitive, and the app easier to navigate. 
The system automatically builds connecting lines, and adds relationships with the click of an arrow, 
or a selection on the menu. The same relationship diagram (below right) was created in much less 
time than with LucidChart. Naturally, for this built-in ease of use, the price is higher ($9.99/mo). 

Microsoft Word SmartArt was used to create the simple diagram (below center) reflecting known 
relationships and active DNA matches. If you already own Word, it is quick and easy to use. 
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Advanced Tree Tools: We live in an amazing time! Just wait a day and someone brilliant will 
create a new app or come up with a better way to view existing data. What took days to figure out as 
it relates to just two descendant lines (above center) can now be quickly expanded to include clues 
from other descendant lines using Ancestry’s new ThruLines (below left). Naturally, these are just 
“clues” to be researched and verified, then added to a proof diagram, but Wow! Just Wow! 

From Charting Companion by progeny to Puzzilla (above right), there are many apps that work 
with existing data to provide final charts or visual clues along the research path. Naturally, these 
apps are only as reliable as the data with which they work, but they can both identify gaps and 
provide useful spot checks along the way with hover and click information. 

DNA Painter:  This app deserves its own nod. Chromosome mapping is not for the faint of heart. 
DNA Painter is “chromosome mapping simplified.” The map below is a fairly new one, with only 
13% of the chromosomes mapped so far. Each colored area represents where DNA is shared with 
cousins who are also considered “proven” with regular genealogical documentation. Mapped to the 
most common recent ancestral couple, each grouping in the key opens to reveal all matches by name 

and location.  

Obviously, the benefit lies in having a 
majority of chromosomes mapped, then 
being able to utilize that data to identify the 
unknown, seek individuals who match in a 
specific key area. Unknown matches can be 
overlaid to see where they might fit, even 
saved in an “unknown” category if desired. 
Free and Premium versions. 

Use Spreadsheets to Create a Visual Outline 
Using a spreadsheet to capture, compile, and correlate information could lead us to clues we might 
have missed otherwise. In the very simplest of uses, those nice little cells act like boxes to store bits 
of related information until further analysis or research can take place to complete the picture. Add 
a little color where appropriate to sharpen the view.  Note that care should be taken to set up the 
date fields correctly to assure successful sorting of data. 
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• Census Summary:  Summarizing 
census data for all members of one 
family can reveal migration patterns, 
potential locations for deaths or 
marriages, and where additional 
research may be required. 

• Demographic analysis:  Extraction 
of census data for all households in a 
small community, or a substantial 
number of pages surrounding the ancestor’s listing in a larger community, will provide sufficient 
data to analyze the socio-economic status of an ancestral family and the community in which they 
live. 

• Surname Extraction:  Capturing vital  information such as christenings for all with a common 
surname within a certain distance of an end-of-line ancestor’s residence into a spreadsheet creates 
a sortable table that will provide leads to family relationships. 

• Migration Clusters, Immigration Data, FAN Club, and 
More: Spreadsheets are a great way to track information about 
points of origin, immigration, migration, ethnic origins, education, 
and length of residence for the members of the community, possibly 
revealing clusters of families traveling and settling together from a 
common point of origin or faith. While gathering and analyzing 
massive amounts of data is the norm, spreadsheets can also be an 
easy way to “diagram” something like generational migration 
patterns (at right J. Paul Hawthorne’s viral Facebook challenge). 

• DNA:  From tracking chromosome matches to logging contacts, a 
spreadsheet can become your new best friend. 

Use Timelines to see Historical Context 
The simplest use of a timeline is to identify gaps and patterns in the life of an ancestor. They may 
also be used to showcase their life, track historical 
changes that affected their life, or both.  By overlaying 
political events, social history, and geographical 
boundary changes, we begin to “connect the dots” on 
issues that previously eluded us.  

Timelines may also provide clues to migration 
directions and impetus, death patterns, naturalization 
delays, and more.  While creating one may appear to be 
a tedious process, the act of putting it together alone 
could lead to puzzle-busting clues. 
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Knowing how important it is to see ancestors in context, timelines 
have become a natural inclusion in tree software and online tree 
views.  

What type to use or create?  Consider the following: 

• Purpose.  Why are you creating the timeline?  To document the 
storyline of an ancestor’s life for a family website?  To solve a 
problem?  To view an ancestor in social and historical context? 

• Who is the central focus?  Are you following a single individual, 
sorting out multiple families, or trying to differentiate individuals 
with the same names?   

Getting Started:  Experiment with the options.  Find a system or 
two that works well with how you see things. Then create a template 
for a quicker start on the next one. Even the most basic timeline created in a word processor or 
spreadsheet will quickly reveal points missed and areas requiring additional research. 

Resources:  As previously mentioned, many online and software databases produce timelines 
based on data entered. Some, like Ancestry trees connect the timeline to sources. Others, like the 
new FamilyTree timeline, integrate limited historical data.  Some, such as OurTimeLines, offer a 
view of world events over a period of time, but don’t 
integrate with ancestral data.  Others, such as Genelines 
(Windows only) interface with various databases.  
Finally, several options to create your own may be found 
online with step by step instructions.  

Use caution: Always use the historical information 
presented as a ‘clue’ to how things might have been; but 
research to confirm accuracy and applicability in that 
specific ancestor’s life. 

Final Thoughts 
With all the technology that surrounds us, there is no 
reason to struggle with stacks of handwritten notes to find clues, decipher the path, or analyze data.  
The challenge is more often directed toward keeping up on what is available and how to use it.  I 
personally tend to select a product to use based on the research problem at hand rather than one 
product to use across the board.  That way I can personalize my research in a way that truly helps 
me “see” things more clearly.   
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Resource List 
Mind Maps and Diagrams:  
1. Arons, Ron. Mind Maps for Genealogy: Enhanced Research Planning, Correlation, and Analysis, Oakland: Criminal 

Research , 2014. 
2. lucidchart.com. “Family Tree Generator,” Lucidchart, https://www.lucidchart.com/pages/examples/family-tree-

generator; video, examples, free sign-up. 
3. O’Gara, Jacob. “Organize your Thoughts and Ideas with this List of the 15 Best Mind Mapping Tools,” Digital Trends, 

http://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/best-mind-mapping-tools/ 
4. MacEntee, Thomas. “Mind Mapping Your Research Plans and Results,” Legacy Family Tree Webinars, 

familytreewebinars.com 
5. smartdraw.com. “Family Tree,” smartdraw, https://www.smartdraw.com/family-tree/#familyTreeTutorial 

Spreadsheets: 
1. Baldwin, Jen.. “Using Excel in Genealogy,” Ancestral Breezes, ancestralbreezes.blogspot.com/2014/04/using-excel-

in-genealogy.html 
2. Crandell, Jill. “Microsoft Excel as a Genealogy Research Tool,” Center for Family History and Genealogy, sponsored 

presentation given at NGS 2019. 
3. Cooper, Kitty.  “Using Spreadsheets,” on Kitty Cooper’s Blog.  https://blog.kittycooper.com/tag/dna-spreadsheet/ 

Timelines: 
1.  Genelines. “Use Timeline Charts to tell Amazing Family Stories.” Genelines software by progeny Genealogy, 

windows based; http://progenygenealogy.com/ 
2. OurTimelines. “Create a Timeline (of 5 to 140 year span),” OurTimelines.com. http://ourtimelines.com/

create_tl_2c.html 
3. Powell, Kimberly. “Using Genealogy Timelines as Research Tools,” in Humanities, History & Culture, ThoughtCo., 

https://www.thoughtco.com/genealogy-research-timelines-1422730 
4. Raymond, Robert. “Using Excel to Create Timelines,” FamilySearch Learning Center, https://www.familysearch.org/

ask/learningViewer/34 
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